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I. In a recent paper ([5], lemma 3, p. 130) M. RosENLICHT proves 
the following lemma: 
(A) Let G be the algebraic group Ga or Gm and let V be a homogeneous 
space for G which is not reduced to a point, V and the morphism G x V --+ V 
being rational over the field k. Then there exists a surjective k-homomorphism 
c/>: G --+ G and a k-isomorphism of algebraic varieties 1fJ: G --+ V such that 
for g, g' E G we have g ·1p(g') = 1fJ(c/>(g). g'). 
The result is used in the proof of the cross-section theorem for connected 
solvable linear algebraic groups ([4], Th. 10, p. 426). We shall give below 
a proof of (A) which is still more elementary than that in [5] and which 
works also in other circumstances. 
The k-algebra k[G] of regular functions on G is a polynomial algebra 
k[T] ifG=Ga and is k[T, T-1] ifG=Gm. Let A be the k-algebra of regular 
functions on V. The morphism G x V--+ V which defines the action of G 
on V comes from a k-algebra homomorphism 
a: A --+A Q9 k[G]. 
The tensor product can be identified with A[T] or A[T, T-l]. Write 
(1) a(a) = I at(a)Ti, 
i 
i running over all positive integers in the case of Ga and over all integers 
in the case of Gm. The £Xi are k-linear maps A--+ A. The fact that G acts 
on V is translated into the following properties of the £Xi. 
Case Ga (i) if a EA then £Xi(a)=0 for almost all i, 
(ii) iXn(ab) = I iXt(a)iXn-i(b), 
O~i~n (i+j) (iii) £Xi £Xi= Ci,JiXHJ, where Ci,i is the binomial coefficient j , 
(iv) ao=id. 
Case Gm (i) as before, 
(ii) iXn(ab)= I £Xt(a)£Xn-i(b), 
iEZ 
(iii) iXiiXj = ~ijiXi, 
(iv) I £Xi=id. 
i EZ 
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Given a family (~t) of k-linear maps A --+A, satisfying the previous 
conditions, (I) defines a k-morphism G x V--+ V which is an action of 
G on V. 
The fact that V is a homogeneous space of G implies the following: 
Let v0 be a point of V rational over an algebraic closure 'fc of k. Then 
the k-homomorphism {3: A 0 k--+ k[T] (resp. k[T, T-1]) which sends a 0 l 
into !~t(a)(v0)Ti is injective and induces a surjective map ofthe set ofmaxi-
i - -
mal ideals of k[T] (resp. k[T, T-1 ]) onto the set of maximal ideals of A 0 k. 
Before continuing, we prove an auxiliary result about the polynomial 
ring k[T]. An element f E k[T] is called an additive polynomial if f(T + U) = 
= f(T) + f(U). p denoting the characteristic exponent of k, it is well-known 
(and easy to prove) that f is additive if and only if it is a p-polynomial, 
i.e. a linear combination of the powers TPi (i:;;;, 0). In particular, in charac-
teristic 0, the only additive polynomials are the linear ones. 
We define k-linear maps Di (i:;;;, 0) of k[T] into itself by 
(2) f(T + U) = ! Ut · (Dt/)(T). 
i~O 
The Dt satisfy the same relations as the ~i in the case Ga. We can now 
state the auxiliary result. 
Lemma l. If R is a subalgebra of k[T] which is stable under all Dt, 
then there exists an additive polynomial f E k[T] such that R=k[f]. 
Proof. We may assume that R*k. Let f be a polynomial in R, of 
minimal strictly positive degree, without constant term. Since Dd E R 
for all i, the minimality of degree f implies that D.,f is a constant fori:;;;, l, 
which implies that f is additive. This proves the lemma in characteristic 0. 
If p > l, let pr be the degree of f. Let g E R, suppose g has degree m = p8 • n, 
where n is prime to p. Since, as is easily seen, Dm-ps(Tm) = nTP•, we see 
that Dm-ps(g) is a polynomial of degree p8 , which is contained in R. 
Hence p8 ;;;,pr, so that pr divides m. Hence for suitable a Ek*, g-a·fm!pr 
is a polynomial in R of degree strictly smaller than that of g. Induction 
on m then proves g E k[f], which establishes the lemma. 
We can now prove (A). First let G=Ga·/3 maps A 0 'fc isomorphically 
onto a subring R of k[T] and the properties of the ~i imply that 
{3 o (~i 0 l) = (Dt 0 I) o {3. It follows that R is stable under all Di 0 l, 
so that by lemma l we have R=k[f], where f is additive (and nonzero). 
Put for n;;;,O, 
An={a EAI~t(a)=O for i;;.n}. 
Then O=Ao C A1 C A2 C ... is a filtration of the k-algebra A. Moreover, 
from what is known about R one concludes that At 0 k = 'fc for l < i < pr 
and Apr 0 k=k+kf. Consequently we have dim At= l for l <;i<pr, 
dim Apr= 2. It follows that we may take the generator f of R to be in 
k[T] C k[T]. Let a E A be such that {3(a 0 l) =f. Then we have A ® k = 
26 Series A 
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=lC[a ® l], where A =k[a]. Moreover there exists a k-homomorphism 
y: A--+ k[T] such that {J=y ® l. Define the isomorphism cp: G--+ V by 
the isomorphism A--+ k[T] which sends a onto T, define the surjective 
k-homomorphism G--+ G by the homomorphism k[T]--+ k[T] which sends 
T onto f. Then cp and ·"P are as required. 
In the case G=Gm the proof is somewhat simpler. Put in that case 
At=~tA. The properties of the ~t mean simply that A= 2 At is a 
iEZ 
grading of the k-algebra A. {J is now a homomorphism of graded IC-algebras 
(the grading of lC[T, T-1] being given by the JCTt). The properties of {J 
mentioned above imply that there are both positive and negative i =1= 0 
such that At=!=O (otherwise the map of maximal ideals would not be 
surjective). Let n=/=0 be an integer with smallest absolute value such 
that An =1= 0. It is then easily seen that At =1= 0 if and only if n divides i 
and that in that case dim At= l. There exists a k-homomorphism 
y: A--+ k[T, T-1] such that {J=y ® l. y maps A isomorphically onto 
k[Tn, T-n]. Take a E A such that ya=Tn. Define cp: G--+ V by the k-
isomorphism A --+ k[T, T-1] which sends a onto 'T and define "P: G--+ G 
by the k-homomorphism k[T, T-1] --+ k[T, T-1] which sends T onto Tn. 
All requirements are fulfilled. 
2. The method of proof of (A) can be used to obtain results in the 
more general situation where instead of over a field one works over a 
scheme. We do not want to pursue this further. However, we will discuss 
in some detail the analogue of (A) in the affi.noid case. 
Let k be· a field which is complete for a nontrivial nonarchimedian 
absolute value I I· Let k(T1, ... , Tn) be the algebra of strictly convergent 
power series in the indeterminates T1, ... , Tn, i.e. formal power series 
f= 2 a1TI (I a multi-index) with a1 E k, lim a1=0. With the n~rm 
I 
l/1 = max !ail, k(T1, ... , Tn) is a k-Banach algebra. A k-affi.noid algebra A 
I 
is a k-Banach algebra which is a homomorphic image of some k(T1, ... , Tn) 
(for all this see e.g. [l]). The k-affinoid algebras form a category~' with 
k-homomorphisms as morphisms. In C(f finite sums exist, the categorical 
sum of the k-algebras A and B being the topological tensor product 
A ®k B (for this notion see [3], no. 3). We shall be simplistic here and 
call k-affinoid space an object of the dual category C(/O. In C(/O finite products 
exist, so that one can speak of group objects in C(/O. They will be called 
k-affinoid groups. Examples are the additive group Ga (k-algebra· k(T)) 
and the multiplicative group Gm (k-algebra of restricted Laurent series 
k(T, T-1)). The comultiplication k(T)--+ k(T) 0 k(T), giving the group 
structure of Ga is given by T 1--+ T 0 1 + l 0 T. For Gm the comultipli-
cation is given by T 1--+ T 0 T. 
It is also clear what is meant by an action of a k-affinoid group G on 
a k-affinoid space V. In that case, let A and B the k-algebras of V and G, 
respectively. We shall then say that Vis a homogeneous space of G if the 
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following holds : Let rx: A --+ B @ A define the action of G on V. Let l be 
the completion of an algebraic closure k of k. There is a homomorphism 
cfo: A --+ l· such that the homomorphism of l-affinoid algebras {J: A @ l --+ 
-+ B @ l, composite of the homomorphisms 
(e being the product homomorphism) is an injection of A 0 l onto a 
closed. subalgebra of B 0 l and that {J induces a surjective map of the 
maximal ideals of B 0 l onto the maximal ideals of A 0 l. A k-affinoid 
space V is reduced to a point, if its algebra is k itself. With these notations 
we have the following affinoid analogue of (A): 
\ 
(B) Let G be the k-affinoid group Ga or Gm and let the k-affinoid space V 
be a homogeneous space of G which is not reduced to a point. Let p,: G x V --+ V 
define the action of G on V. Then there exists a homomorphism of k-affinoid 
groups cp: G --+ G and an isomorphism of k-affinoid spaces tp: G --+ V such 
that p, o (1 x tp) =tp o 11 o (cp x 1), where 11 denotes the product morphism 
GxG--+G. . 
The proof of (B) runs along the same lines as that of (A). Let A and B 
(=k<T> or k<T, T-1)) denote the k-affinoid algebras of V and G, let 
rx:A--+B0A 
be the k-homomorphism corresponding to p, .. We may identify B ®A 
with A<T> or A<T, T-1). As before, we get k-homomorphisms rx1: A--+ A. 
Instead of the previous condition (i) we have now: (i)' if a E A, then 
lim rx1a=0 (resp. lim rxta=O); there exists a real constant c>O such 
i--+oo lil--..oo 
that !rxtal ..;;cjaj. The properties (ii), (iii), (iv) of the txt remain unchanged. 
The main part of the proof of (B) for the case Ga is the proof of the 
analogue of lemma 1, which is stated below. The rest of the proof for 
Ga is then a straightforward adaptation of the proof in no. 1 and the same 
is true for the proof for Gm. The details are left to the reader. 
Before stating lemma 2 we have to make some remarks. The poly-
nomial algebra k[T] will be identified with a subalgebra of k<T). Hence 
we can speak of additive polynomials of k<T). For f E k<T> formula (2) 
(in k<T, U)) defines k-linear transformations Dt of k<T). They have the 
properties (i)', (ii), (iii), (iv) of Ga, moreover we have !Dtfl <Ill for all 
/.E k<T).. If/ E k<T), Ill= 1, we denote .by k<f> the subalgebra of k<T) 
consisting of all series g = I atfi with a, E k, lim at= 0. It is easily checked 
i~O 
that jgj =I I a,T1l, whence one concludes that k<f> is a closed subalgebra 
of k<T). i;;..o 
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Lemma 2. If R is a closed subalgebra of k(T) which is stable under 
all Dt, then there exists an additive polynomial f E k(T) with Ill= 1 and 
such that R = k(f) 1). 
Although the proof of lemma 2 is similar to that of lemma 1, the details 
are more complicated. We denote by p the characteristic exponent of 
the residue field of k. We may assume that R=!=k. If g= '))iTi E k(T), 
we call the largest integer i such that Jgl =Jail the degree d(g) of g 
(d(O) =- oo). Let f be an element of R of minimal strictly positive degree d. 
We may assume that Ill== 1 and that f has constant term 0. If d= 1, then 
T t-+ /induces an automorphism of k(T) ([1], § 3, p. 410), so that R =k(T), 
which proves the assertion in that case. If p= 1, the formula DiTn= 
=(7)Tn-i (O.;;;i.;;;n), implies that d(Dd)=d(f)-i. The minimality of d 
then implies that we must have d = 1 ; by what we just remarked this 
settles the case p = l. 
From now on let p > 1. We now conclude that ( ~) is divisible by p 
for O<i<d, which implies that dis a p-power pr. Let g ER, grf:k. As 
in the proof of lemma 1 one sees that pr divides d(g). We will show now 
that there exists h E k<T> such that g = h(f) (i.e. if h = 'i,biTi then g= 'i,btfi). 
We may assume Jgl = l. 
LetBbe a subring of the valuation ring of kwith the following properties: 
(a) the values Jbl forb E B are bounded and b E B, Jbl = 1 implies that b 
is invertible in B; 
(b) the nonzero values I bl, b E B form a discrete set in R *; 
(c) B contains all coefficients of f and g. 
Such a B exists (see [2], §I). Let (en)n;;;,o be the set of nonzero values Jbj, 
with eo= I, en+l <en. 
We shall determine inductively hn E B[T] such that we have for n>O 
(3) { Jg- hn(f)j <en jhn+l -hnl <;en. 
Take ho=O. Suppose hn has already been found. If Jg-hn(f)l <en, put 
hn+l=hn. If lg-hn(f)l =en, then d(g-hn(f)) is divisible by pr. Adding a 
suitable power of f, with a coefficient whose absolute value is en and 
repeating this a finite number of times we see that there exists FE B[T] 
with I FJ =en, such that 
We can then take hn+l=hn+F. 
It follows from (3) that h= lim hn exists and that g=h(f). This shows 
that R=k<f). 
1) (Added in proof). It was pointed out by R. REMMERT that a simpler proof 
of Lemma 2 can be given by using recent results of S. BoscH. 
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We next show that I may be taken to be a polynomial. To establish 
this, we use again an iterative process. Let B be as before, for g = 0. \Ve 
shall prove the existence of polynomials ln, mn E B[T] such that degree 
mn<Pr (=degl) and such that l0 =T, mo=O and that for n;>O 
lln(f) -mnl <:en 
!ln+l -ln! <:en 
!mn+l-mn! <:en. 
Suppose that ln, mn have been found. If lln(f)- mnl <en, put ln+l = ln, 
mn+l=mn. Let lln(f)-mn! =en, suppose that e=p8m (m prime top) is the 
degree of ln(f)- mn. If e > pr then e- p8 > pr, and De-ps(T8 ) = (;) TP• with (;s) prime to p. Moreover, De-p•rl~n = 0. Since the Di are bounded linear 
transformations of k(T) of norm <;1, we have that De-ps(ln(f)-mn)= 
=De-psln(f) has norm <;en. As this is an element of R of degree p8 , we 
have p8 :> pr, so that pr divides e. Adding a suitable multiple of a power 
of I we can lower e. Continuing in this manner we see that there is a 
polynomial F E B[T] with IF!= en, such that ln(f) + F(f)- mn has degree 
<;pr. Take then ln+l=ln+F, mn+l-mn=ln(f)+F(I)-mn from which the 
powers of degree > pr have been removed. vVe have carried the induction 
one step further. 
l = lim ln exists in k( T), m = lim mn is a polynomial in k( T) of degree 
<;pr. Moreover, m=l(f), so that mER. Consequently R contains a poly-
nomial which has minimal degree pr. Taking such a polynomial for the I 
we started with, we know that R=k<l>· As in the proof of lemma I it 
follows that I is additive. This finishes the proof of lemma 2. 
The validity of (B) makes it seem likely that Rosenlicht's cross-section 
theorem for solvable linear groups has an analogue for k-affinoid groups. 
However, in order to derive such a result from (B) one probably needs 
some basic results (about existence of quotients, for example) which 
apparently are not yet available. 
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